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POLITICAL SCIENCE
( General )

( Political Theory )

Full Marks: 60

Time: 2½ hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks for the questions

Answer either in English or in Assamese

1. Answer the following as directed : 1×7=7

নির্দেশ অনুযায়ী তলত দিয়ারোবর উত্তর দিয়া :

(a) "Political Science begins and ends with the State." Who was associated with this statement?

"বাজনীতি বিজ্ঞান আবত্ত আক শেষ হয় বাস্তব সৈতে।" এই বাক্যাশারীব সৈতে কোন জড়িত আছিল ?
(b) "History without Political Science has no fruit, Political Science without History has no root." This statement is associated with

"বাজ্নিতিবিজ্ঞান বিন্দু রূপে আলোচনা নিস্কন্ত আক রূপে বিন্দু বাজ্নিতিবিজ্ঞান ভিত্তিতেন।" এই বাক্যাবচ্ছিন্ন সেই জরিত ব্যক্তিগত হ’ল

(i) Freeman
(ii) John Seeley
(iii) Jean Bodin

(Choose the correct answer)

(c) Mention one form of authority.

(Choose the correct answer)

(d) Mention one duty of a citizen.

(e) Right to hold public offices is political right/economic right/social right.

(Choose the correct answer)

(f) The concept of economic interpretation of history is associated with Liberalism/Marxism/Gandhism.

(Choose the correct answer)

(g) Who was the author of the book titled On Liberty?

On Liberty কিতাপখনব লিখক কেনার আছিল?
2. Write very short answer on any four of the following: \[2 \times 4 = 8\]

(a) Write two features of traditional approach.

(b) Mention two sources of power.

(c) Write one political right and one economic right of the citizen.

(d) Write two differences between citizen and alien.

(e) Mention two features of liberty.
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3. Write short notes on any three of the following: \[5 \times 3 = 15\]

(a) Philosophical approach

(b) Legitimacy and its different forms

(c) Means of acquiring citizenship

(d) Social justice

(e) Features of Marxist State

A15—50*/10 (Turn Over)
4. Answer any three of the following questions: 

10×3=30

(a) What is politics? Discuss the relationship between Politics and Political Science. 

3+7=10

(b) What is behavioural approach? Discuss the characteristics of behavioural approach to the study of Political Science. 

3+7=10

(c) What are power and authority? Discuss the differences between power and authority. 

3+7=10

(d) What do you mean by rights? Discuss about safeguards of rights. 

3+7=10

(e) What is State? Discuss the liberal perspective on State. 

3+7=10

(f) What is liberty? Discuss various types of liberty. 

3+7=10
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